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Context
Emerging Infectious
Disease events 19402004
61% are zoonotic

Objectives
•

•
•
•

•

Ultimately: to reduce the risks of disease emergence and the
negative consequences for the poor in Africa, by ensuring that
ecosystems are managed sustainably in ways that assure disease
regulation while avoiding negative trade-offs for livelihoods.
By delivering cutting edge science on the relationships between
ecosystems, health and poverty
Focusing on zoonotic diseases in Africa, emerging and re-emerging
at people-wildlife-livestock interface
Requiring new knowledge of environment and ecology;
human/animal health and epidemiology; people’s behaviour and
framings – integrated in an interdisciplinary, multi-scale systems
approach, combining three approaches to modelling
Towards new opportunities for policy, institutions and interventions

Case study diseases and settings

LASSA FEVER
Sierra Leone
Tom Winnebah

HENIPAVIRUS
Ghana
Yaa Ntiamoah-Baidu,
Richard Suu-Ire

RIFT VALLEY FEVER
Kenya
Bernard Bett

TRYPANOSOMIASIS
Zambia: Joseph Mubanga
Zimbabwe: William
Shereni, Vupenyu Dzingirai

Why these case studies?
•
•
•

•
•

All have important poverty impacts (though often underrecognised/reported)
All require continued spillover from animal hosts to sustain infection
in human populations
Represent different African ecosystem types, from humid forest in
Ghana through forest-savanna transition in Sierra Leone to wooded
miombo savanna in Zambia and Zimbabwe and semi-arid savanna
in Kenya
Represent different spillover/transmission mechanisms: rodents;
bats; livestock and insect vectors; livestock/wildlife interactions
Involve different sets of political-economic and social drivers of
ecosystem change, from agricultural commercialisation to
urbanisation.

Axes of comparison......

Overall hypothesis
Disease regulation as an ecosystem
service is affected by changes in
biodiversity, climate and land use, with
differential impacts on people’s health and
wellbeing.
Logic pathway: Changes in biodiversity/climate/land use 
compromised disease eco-regulation [+ changes in other
eco-services]  [more disease, more disease control +
other eco-service benefits/losses]  differential impacts
on human health, wellbeing.

Questions (to be explored in each
case study)
•

•

•

•

•

How do ecological changes (e.g. biodiversity, vegetation and habitat, water)
as shaped by human-ecosystem interactions affect pathogen dynamics and
hence the likelihood of zoonotic spillover and transmission?
How do different peoples’ interactions with ecosystems (in the use of
cultural and provisioning ecosystem services - bush meat, farming, grazing,
gathering), with what effects on their exposure to the disease?
What are the impacts of the disease on poverty and well-being, and the
trade-offs for well-being between disease regulation and control, and other
uses of ecosystem services?
How do regional, national and global drivers (e.g. climate, land use,
population, urbanisation, economy) shape these local dynamics, with what
implications for future ecosystem-disease-poverty scenarios across scales?
How do different actors (local people, government agencies, policy-makers)
understand and represent (‘frame’) ecosystem services and related health
problems within a political economy of knowledge, and how does this shape
their practices and interventions?

Conceptual framework
Interdisciplinary science
Untangling interactions

Cross-cutting themes, modelling,
integration

Theme

Approach

Diseaseecosystem
dynamics
Cambridge, IoZ,
Edinburgh, ILRI
Theme Leads:
James Wood,
Andrew
Cunningham,
Sue Welburn

Multi-scale
drivers
IoZ
Theme Lead:
Kate Jones

Multi-scale
Process-based
mathematical spatial modelling
modelling of
of disease drivers
epidemiological
Dave Redding
and ecological
interactions
Gianni Lo
Iacono

Local system
Social, economics Political economy
and
of knowledge
contexts
environmental
and Interactions
and policy
STEPS, Stockholm
values
STEPS, Stockholm
Theme Leads:
Edinburgh, ILRI,
Theme Leads:
Melissa Leach,
Victor Galaz,
Stockholm
Ian Scoones
Theme Leads:
Melissa Leach,
Delia Grace,
Ian Scoones
Tom Randolph,
Alex Shaw

Participatory
modelling of
human-animaldisease
interactions in
local settings
Catherine Holley

Identifying values
and trade-offs

Integration: across cases, models, themes
Convenor: Victor Galaz, with others

Identifying policy
narratives and
processes

Country case studies
• Kenya: Rift Valley
Fever

• Zambia and
Zimbabwe:
Trypanosomiasis

Country case studies

• Ghana: henipavirus

• Sierra Leone: Lassa fever

Disease-ecosystem dynamics and
process-based modelling
• Aims to elucidate dynamic interactions between
ecological, epidemiological (and related social)
processes
• Using mathematical modelling framework
– How biodiversity influences disease
– Expected number of zoonotic spillovers over time as
related to particular ecological/social conditions
– Detailed models of disease-livestock-wildlife-human
interactions

Multi-scale spatial modelling
• Focus on the (relatively unknown) broad-scale
spatial patterns of disease ecology and evolution.
• Pattern-based empirical modelling approaches,
applied across multiple scales
– exploration of environmental niches of case study
diseases
– study of the macroevolution of disease in relation to
population, environment and land use
– modelling combined effects of climate change & habitat
modification on future disease occurrence

For example.....
Can we model Lassa outbreak using SIR type
models but take into account ecological
correlates?
Suitable
habitat
Unsuitable
habitat

High
lambda

Redding et al in prep

Low
lambda

Participatory modelling
• Focus on local people’s own knowledge
and experiences of ecosystem change,
disease and risk
• ‘Models’ built from ethnography,
participatory appraisal and participatory
epidemiological approaches – mapping,
ranking, scoring
• e.g. How focal disease is differentiated,
prioritised or neglected as part of a cluster
of diseases/health issues; How different
people’s daily/seasonal interactions with
ecosystems and landscapes affect their
exposure to the disease

Social, economic and environmental
values
• Building a basic conceptual framework that helps
to explain the types of values and trade-offs
being targeted within Drivers of Disease
• Approach will deepen TEEB (The Economics of
Ecosystems and Biodiversity) framework to
address: identification and valuation of different
ecosystem services and perceptions of these;
relevant types of changes and perceived
benefits/losses associated; winners and losers in
local communities, and off-site.

Political economy of knowledge and
policy
• Identification of ‘narratives’ of national and
regional policy actors and other
stakeholders concerning disease,
environmental and poverty linkages, and
control – and associated politicaleconomic interests
• Exploration of how narratives interact
within policy processes

Data collection methods
• Ecological and animal population surveys
• Pathogen/antibody sampling in animal and human
populations, laboratory analysis
• Narrative interviews
• Participant and ethnographic observation
• Participatory mapping, ranking, scoring
• Household surveys
• Secondary data sources – published literature,
government and health centre records, satellite data,
spatially-referenced databases

Expected scientific
outcomes/academic impact
•A

novel theoretical conceptualisation of the
relationships including trade-offs between ecosystem
services, disease regulation and human wellbeing across a
range of African ecosystems;
• A new evidence base on ecological, social and political
dynamics of emergence and transmission for key wildlife
and livestock-transmitted diseases in case study settings;
• An integrated set of process-based, empirical and
participatory models across scales, leading to socialecological systems analysis to identify
tipping points, trade-offs and interventions;

• An

understanding of the drivers of such ecosystemdisease-wellbeing dynamics at multiple scales, feeding into
prognostic models and scenarios for use in policymaking;
• An understanding of current policy processes and the
political economy of knowledge across stakeholder
groups;

• New methods and practices of interdisciplinary and
researcher-practitioner collaboration, and built capacity
across partner organisations to apply these.

Drivers of Disease is also geared
towards practical and policy impacts
Towards managing ecosystem services in sustainable ways
that reduce disease risks and burdens for the poor
Practical
techniques

Integrated
policy
interventions

Surveillance
approaches

Institutions

Integrating science with impact,
communications and engagement
• www.driversofdisease.org; @DDDAC_org
• Targeted mailing list; briefings; media work
• Participatory Impact Pathways Analysis (PIPA)
• Impact strategy

